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The objectives of this research are to know the implementation process of
teaching speaking skill. The subject of the research is the seventh grade students of
SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura, it is consist of one class . SMPIT
Muhammadiyah Al Kautsar is a school with special program (program khusus) with
many achievements i.e.:(1) Third Winner of English Speech Contest of Jateng DIY
(2) It is favorite school in Kartasura. Every year it refuses many applicants because
the applicants are overload. (3) The graduate is competitive and every year 100%
students graduate form this school (4) The students are active and enthusiasm in
learning.The objective of the research are to describe the implementation process
of  teaching speaking skill at SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura.
This is a descriptive qualitative research. The technique of collecting the data
in this research are observation and interview. The technique of data analysis which
is used in this research was interactive model of analysis, the model of data analysis
from Miles and Huberman (1992). The researcher collects the data of this research
from observation and interview. The data are taken from the subject of the research
in the form of field note and interview script.
The results of this research are: (1) The implementation of teaching  speaking
skill  using Group Discussion for the seventh grade students runs well. It can be
seen that from two meetings, the students were more active in doing the speaking
task in a form of group. (2) SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura adopts
KTSP, (3) the teachers apply active learning in teaching with various methods such
as group discussion game, role play, and presentation. (4) The learning process and
exercising of teaching speaking using active learning method (group discussion)
at SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kautsar Kartasura includes two kinds of test; first,
the formative test, is the evaluation of oral test that is given in the end of the theme
of material is completely finished to be given, usually is done every month. Second,
the evaluation of oral test that is given in the end of theme of learning material
completely finished to be given every day after the end of material.
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Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui proses pelaksanaan dari
pembelajaran bahasa inggris. Subyek dari penelitian ini adalah kelas tujuh dari
SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura. Yg terdiri dari satu kelas sebagai
obyeknya. SMPIT Muhammdiyah Al Kausar Kartasura dengan program khususnya
memiiki beberapa prestasi seperti : (1) juara ketiga dari kontes pidato Jateng DIY.
(2) menjadi sekolah favorit di kartasura, setiap tahunnya menolak beberapa
pendaftar karena pendaftaran seudah memenuhi target. (3) lulusan kompetitif dan
setiap tahunnya kelulusan mencapai 100%, siswa dari sekolah tersebut aktif dan
antusias dalam pembelelajaran. (4) sekolah dengan penenerapan keagamaan yang
bagus.
Penelitian ini menggunakan deskriptif kualitatif. Teknik pengumpulan data
pada penelitian ini adalah melalui penelitian dan wawancara. Teknik menganalisis
data yang digunakan pada penelitian menggunakan interaktif model analisis, contoh
analisis data dari Miles dan Huberman (1992). Peneliti mengumpulkan data
penelitian diambil dari catatan observasi dan dan wawancara ini adalah This is a
descriptive qualitative research. Data diambil dari subyek penelitian berupa
fieldnote atau catatan observasi dan teks wawancara.
Kesimpulan dari penelitain ini adalah : (1) pelaksanaan proses pengajaran
speaking menggunakan kelompok diskusi untuk kelas tujuh berjalan dengan baik.
Ini dapat dilihat dari dua pertemuan dikelas, para siswa lebih aktif mempraktekkan
speaking (kemampuan berbicara) dari kerja kelompok. (2) SMPIT Muhammadiyah
Al Kausar Kartasura mengaplikasikan KTSP. (3) Guru mengaplikasikan metode
pembelajaran aktif dengan berbagai variasi seperti kelompok diskusi, permainan
peran dan presentasi. (4) proses pembelajaran  dan praktek dari pembelajaran
pelajaran bahasa inggris menggunakan metode pembelajaran aktif ( kelompok
diskusi). Di SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura terdapat dua jenis
evaluasi dan prakteknya dalam pengajaran : pertama, formatif tes, adalah evaluasi
dari tes lisan diberikan setelah tema selesai dibahas biasanya selesai setiap akhir
bulan. Kedua, pada saat tema ataun materi dari pembelajaran selesai dibahas di
kelas setiap hari.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Research
English is a universal language that is used by everyone to communicate
with other people.  In Indonesia, the main function of foreign learning, especially
English language fails to build up competencies in using language for
communicative and seeking knowledge from various extensive resource centers in
the information age. In Indonesia, English is one of used as the first foreign
language and the compulsory subject taught from Junior High school to university.
So students are expected to master it because they by mastering it will be easier in
learning other various subjects.
Speaking is one of language skills in learning English. Richards (2008:19)
states that the mastery of speaking skills in English is a priority for many second-
language or foreign-language learners. In real life, many learners think if the people
who get success in speaking surely they get success in learning English. Because
they think the first aim in learning English is successful in speaking. In clearly
speaking, clear pronunciation is essential in spoken communication (Burns and
Claire, 2003: 5). Many of young learners cannot speak clearly when they talk with
foreigner because they don’t know how to express what they want to say and how
to say that. According to Pollard (2008: 34) states that speaking is one of the most
difficult aspects for students to master. For it, they get a miss communication. To
minimize the mistakes and get a good communication with native speakers or no,
1
2the learners must know and comprehend in using the expressions and the elements
in speaking.
In getting a good communication, there are some important elements should
be concerned such as grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and the fluency.
Grammar and vocabulary will help the learner, how to convey the information
correctly. Besides, Pronunciation should be learnt by learner because it is very
important in convey the meaning of the speaker. If the pronunciation is wrong, the
learner will get miss understanding. Fluency is an art of speaking a language
fluently (Saraswati, 2003: 62). So fluency can be defined as the ability to speak fast
but appropriately and accurately. Thus, speaking skill should be taught more in
some elements that relate with a communication.
Speaking is the most important skill, because one of the keys in English
communication is speaking ability. If the students are speaking English very
fluently, they can carry out conversation with others, give ideas and exchange the
information.(Harmer, 2001) Gower at al. (1995, 99-100) note down that from the
communicative point of view, speaking has many different aspects including two
major categories – accuracy, involving the correct use of vocabulary, grammar and
pronunciation practised through controlled and guided activities, and, fluency,
considered to be the ability to keep going when speaking spontaneously. This is,
however, rather a superficial view of this skill.
According to Bygate (1987, 3), in order to achieve a communicative goal
through speaking, there are two aspects to be considered  knowledge of the
language, and skill in using this knowledge. It is not enough to possess a certain
3amount of knowledge, but a speaker of the language should be able to use this
knowledge in different situations.
In order to wage a successful language interaction, it is necessary to realize
the use of the language features through mental / social processing with the help of
‘the rapid processing skills, as Harmer calls them (p.271). Speaking is an interactive
process of constructing meaning that involves producing and receiving and
processing information (Brown, 1994; Burns & Joyce, 1997). Speech has its own
skills, structures, and conventions different from written language (Burns & Joyce,
1997; Carter & McCarthy, 1995; Cohen, 1996).
A teacher to motivate speaking skill of students needs some varieties in
teaching. Richards (2006: 5) suggests that students had to become comfortable with
listening to their peers in group work or pair work tasks, rather than relying on the
teacher for a model. For it, the way to make the students more comfortable in
learning speaking English is with a group work or team work because they can share
what are the problems in speaking materials and ask their friend if they are shy to
ask the teacher. Teaching speaking skill with Group work or team work can be done
by using one of the varieties in cooperative learning.
Actually, the use of active learning method in educational field is not a new
idea. It has been used in the teaching process in Indonesia. Thus in teaching
speaking, it is used by the teachers to make their students active to talk. Active
learning is considered as the right method in the effort improving the quality of
teaching. But practically, there still happen the lameness in applying it, in view of
the quality of the students in speaking English which still ought to be asked.
4Successful learning is the hope of all parents and children. Parents do many
things to support their children to achieve the goal. However, still the children get
difficulties in learning which also become our problems. There are many factors
which influence successful learning. Parents and children who read this article is
expected to be more aware of the main factors of successful learning in order to
make learning process better and more effective.
Tommy Syatriadi states that the factors of successful learning are school,
parents, and social environment. Many parents think that school is the only one
place and factor to get successful learning. Thus, they choose expensive school for
their children. In other hand, some people think that successful learning does not
depends on school but on the student itself. Both are correct but for those who
assume the first one do not want to be involved in learning process. On the contrary,
those who assume the second thought think that all schools are the same. Therefore,
parents should find a school which builds a good communication with them and
stores good facilities.
A good communication between parents and schools is very good for
learning process. Parents participation on learning process will guide students to
find their talent. Active communication with the teachers will give important
information about their children progress. Parents role on learning process cannot
be omitted because parents have important role in supporting their children.
However, parents should not accompany their children in all learning activities.
This over acting role will cause alienation for the student.
5The third factor of successful learning is social environment. Students are
strongly influenced by their friends. Parents should guide children in choosing good
friends. Not too protective and not too free. The point is children are comfort in
getting along with others but not deviate.
SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kautsar is one of junior high school in Kartasura
Sukoharjo. It has location in Jl. Jl. Cendana 2 Rt.II A Rw.III Gumpang Kartasura
Sukoharjo and has 6 classes parallel. In the year 2010/2011 SMP Muhammadiyah
Al-Kautsar start operating. In 2014, SMPIT al Kautsar gained third place in the
contest of English level Central Java – DIY. On the pre research, it is found that
SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al-Kautsar Kartasura has many achievements i.e. (1)
Third Winner of English Speech Contest of Jateng DIY (2) It is favorite school in
Kartasura. Every year it refuses many applicants because the applicants are
overload. (3) The graduate is competitive and every year 100% students graduate
form this school (4) The students are active and enthusiasm in learning (5) one of
schools that applie Special Program (Program Khusus) in learning process (6)
school with good religious education.
All students in the school, especially in the seventh grade students respect
to learn speaking skill although there are some students who respect in learning
speaking skill. Some students respect in learning speaking skill because they have
many vocabularies, they know how to say the expressions or the way to speak
something, not shy to speak in English, and have motivation to learn speaking skill.
Generally, many students have the excellent in expressing something that suitable
with tourism or accommodation roles. They know how to speak politeness with the
6guest and the roles in express it. All students in the school are expected to able in
practicing speaking English because for the next time they will train in hotel, villa,
restaurant, another place or object.
As language learners who had learned English intensively, the students
should be able to interact orally each other through English. Teaching speaking skill
has been given to the students by the teacher based on curriculum since SMP up to
the SMA, although there are many students in SMP have problems in speaking skill,
like they cannot make communication actively and spontaneously with other.
Although, they have enough vocabulary to express their ideas and feeling but they
do not know how to say and what should they say then. Therefore, the students
cannot improve their conversation into great communication. Based on the
description above, the researcher is interested to do a research entitled “Descriptive
Study of Teaching Speaking Skill at The Seventh Grade Students of SMPIT
Muhammadiyah Al Kautsar in 2016/2017Academic Year”.
B. Limitation of the Problem
To prevent misunderstanding and clarify the study, the making of limitation
of study should be made the researcher limits the problem of this study  on the
implementation teaching speaking skill in teaching learning process in the Seventh
grade of SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura 2016/2017 academic year.
The researcher decided to describe teaching speaking, because the researcher
interested to describing the method used by teacher in implementing teaching
7speaking and how the problem faced from teaching speaking in the classroom by
the teacher and the students.
The reseacher limits the study of this research project in descriptive study
of teaching speaking skill at the seventh grade students of SMPIT Muhammadiyah
al Kautsar Kartasura in 2016/2017 Academic year.
C. The Problem Statement
Based on the limitation of the problems above, so statements of the
problems are proposed:
1. How is the implementation of teaching speaking skill at the seventh grade
students of SMPIT Muhammadiyah al Kautsar in 2016/2017 Academic year?
D. The Objective of the Study
The objective of this study is to describe:
1. Implementation process of teaching speaking skill at seventh grade students of
SMPIT Muhammadiyah al Kautsar Kartasura in 2016/2017 Academic year.
E. The Benefit of the Study
The research result is expected to be able to give some benefits, such as the
following:
1. For the teacher, it is hoped that this study will provide information about
activities in the classroom between the teacher and the students happened
inenglish classroom especially speaking skill. The teacher can also identify the
8problems arising in the classroom and overcame this problems. Thus, creats a
good interaction in the classroom and can developing the leaner’s speaking
skill.
2. For the Students, this study is very useful because they can know to develop
the ability to self or group, scientific thinking and shaping the character of the
student. And make them more atractive and developing their speaking skill.
3. For the Reseacher, this study can bring her to a better understanding about the
implementation teaching speaking skill. This study are useful for her
preparation to be an english teacher in future.
F. Definition of Key Term
In order to make the research understood and to avoid ambiguity, the
researcher presents some definition of key terms as the following:
1. Descriptive study
Descriptive research (Moleong L.J. :2013) is described and interprets events,
condition, or situation of the present. Descriptive qualitative method is research
that describes of interprets events, condition, or situation as the way they are as
en effort to understand and report them.
2. Teaching speaking
Rebecca Hughes (2011: 6), state that teaching speaking is concerned one of
needs to distinguish between teaching the spoken from of a languange and
teaching a language through speaking.
3. Speaking skill
9Speaking is one of two productive skills in a language teaching. Itis defined as
a process of building and sharing meaning through the use ofverbal or oral form
(Chaney, 1988:13 and Gebhard, 1996:169).
G. Previous of the Study
Erita Budi Pratiwi, 2012, in the research of “Improving the Speaking
Skill of the Tenth Grade Students at SMA Berbudi Yogyakarta by Using Videos
in The Academic Year Of 2011/2012”. This study was aimed at improving the
speaking skill of the tenth grade students at SMA Berbudi, Yogyakarta by using
videos. This study is action research. The research steps are reconnaissance,
planning, action and observation, and reflection. The actions consisted of the
use of video in the presentation as modeling of the text combining with the use
of communicative speaking activities i.e. discussions, games, and role plays.
The members of the research were the researcher, the English teacher, and the
students of grade X. The validity of the data was obtained by applying the
democratic, dialogic, catalytic, process, and outcome validities. The data were
qualitative and quantitative. The qualitative data were obtained by observing
the teaching and learning process during the implementation of the actions,
interviewing the students, and holding discussions with the English teacher,
while the quantitative data were obtained from pre-test, progress-test and post-
test. The data were in the form of field notes and interview transcripts, and
documentation. The findings of the study showed that the use of videos
combined with the communicative speaking activities was proved to be
effective to improve the students’ speaking skill. They were fluency,
10
vocabulary, pronunciation and students’ confidence. The findings were
supported by the means of the students’ speaking scores which had improved
from 64.60 % in the Pre-test to 72.50% in the Progress test and 75.10% in the
Post-test.
Dedi Efrizal, 2012, in the research of Improving Students’ Speaking
through Communicative Language Teaching Method at Mts Ja - alhaq, Sentot
Ali Basa Islamic Boarding School of Bengkulu, Indonesia. The main purpose
of this study is to know the improvement of teaching English speaking by using
Communicative Language Teaching method. The method of this research is
classroom action research (CAR). The data in this research is used percentages
analysis. The respondents of this research are VII A students of MtsJa-alhaq,
Sentot Ali Basa Islamic Boarding School of Bengkulu which consist of 25
students. Based on result of data analysis thereare improvements on students
speaking achievement in each cycle. The data shows that in pre-
assessmentstudents’ speaking is 0% (excellent), 0% (very good), 20% (good)
36% (low) and 44% (failed). In cycle I studentsspeaking achievement is 0%
(excellent), 8% (very good), 24% (good), 32% (low), 36% (failed). In cycle II
thestudents speaking achievement is 0% (excellent), 16% (very good), 44%
(good), 20% (low) and 20% (failed). Incycle III students’ speaking achievement
is 12% (excellent), 20% (very good), 56% (good), 8% (low) and 4%(failed). In
cycle IV students’ speaking achievement is 24% (excellent), 48% (very good),
28% (good), 0% (low)and 0% (failed). This research indicates that the using of
Communicative Language Teaching method can improve students’ speaking
11
achievement at the first year students of MtsJa-alhaq, Sentot Ali Basa Islamic
Boarding School of Bengkulu academic year 20011/ 2012.
This research is different from the previous research. The researcher
focuses on the descriptive study of teaching speaking skill the seventh grade
students of SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kautsar in 2016/2017 academic year.
1CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL REVIEW
A. Speaking
In English learning, speaking skill is learnt to know how to create a
communication, and transfer the information directly in English. Speaking skill
is the language skill that needs oral communication. According to Ladouse (in
Nunan, 1991: 23) speaking is described as the activity as the ability to express
oneself in the situation, or the activity to report acts, or situation in precise words
or the ability to converse or to express a sequence of ideas fluently. Tarigan
(1990:3-4) defines that speaking is a language skill that is developed in child
life, which is produced by listening skill, and at that period speaking skill is
learned. The third, definition states that speaking is the ability to use in
essentially normal communication, stress, intonation, grammatical structure and
vocabulary of the foreign language at normal rate delivery for native speakers
of the language (Lado, 1972: 239-240).Based on Richard and Renandya (2008:
210) state that speaking is one of the central elements of communication. In
conversation, oral skills have hardly been neglected in EFL/ESL courses
(witness the huge number of conversation and other speakingcourse books in
the market) (Richards, 2008: 19). In conclusion, the definition of speaking skill
lexically is the ability to utter words or sounds with the ordinary voice; or the
ability to communicate vocally or to have conversation through practice,
training, or talent. Speaking is one way to communicate which ideas and
1
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2thought a message orally. To enable people to communicate, we need to apply
the language in real communication.
Generally, many learners want to try speaking something, but they don’t
know how to speak it so that the fluency and the confidence of the learners are
less.Many classroom speaking activities are suitable for fulfilling these ‘fluency
andconfidence’ aims. Harmer (2005: 271) describes that many of the classroom
speaking activities which are currently in use fall at or near the communicate
end of the communication continuum. Besides, Clear pronunciation is essential
in spoken communication (Burns and Claire, 2003: 5). Based on the above,
speaking skill is the language skill that relates with some components in oral
communication. According to Dunlap and Weisman (2007: 54) states that
vertically and along the left of the matrix are dimensions of language, including
Comprehension, Fluency, Vocabulary, Pronunciation, Grammar and task.
Adapted from the FSI Proficiency rating by King Tsang and Wong
statement in Richards and Renandya (2008: 222) there are 5 components
inproficiency rating. Those are Accent, Grammar, Vocabulary, Fluency, and
Comprehension in conversational English. From those statements, the
componentsthat can support the conversation performance are Comprehension,
Fluency, Vocabulary, Grammar and Accent. Although there are the others
component inoral communication that support speaking skill, those components
are more important in create a communication or deliver information. Based on
Richards statements (2008: 21), there are three parts version of Brown and
3Yule’s framework, as follows: talk as interaction, talk as transaction and talk as
performance.
1. Talk as interaction: Talk as interaction refers to what we normally mean
by“conversation” and describes interaction that serves a primarily social
function.
2. Talk as transaction: Talk as transaction refers to situations where the focus
ison what is said or done.
3. Talk as performance: The third type of talk that can usefully be
distinguished has been called talk as performance.
According to Nunan (1991:40), “speaking is the same as oral interaction
which are conventional ways of presenting information, expression our idea and
thought have in our mind”, so speaking is not only expressing our ideas, but
also presenting new information to others.Speaking as an interactive process of
constructing meaning always involves in producing words and the meaning
depends on the context. The classroom is only one of many environments to
which children can increase the linguistic competence (Stewig: 54).
Furthermore, speaking it self requires that learners not only know how to
produce specific point of language such as grammar, pronunciation or
vocabulary (linguistic competence), but also they have to understand when,
why, what way to produce the language (sociolinguistic competence).
Howard (1968: 19-20) lists some principle of effective teaching as
follows:
41. The teacher should know the subject well enough so that he or she can
conduct unit plans and assignments, research activities, a variety of lessons,
problem solving, and can locate material and guide students to it without
omissions or lack of sureness.
2. The teacher must also like what he teaches and like teaching is
3. Profession.
4. Know the children, their previous experiences, abilities, and achievment.
5. Use a variety methods in teaching. There is no single correct way to teach
because it varies with teacher, the subject, and the class.
B. Speaking Skill
Speaking is one of two productive skills in a language teaching. It is
defined as a process of building and sharing meaning through the use of verbal
or oral form (Chaney, 1988:13 and Gebhard, 1996:169). Moreover; Nunan
(2003:48) defines that speaking consists of producing systematicverbal
utterances to convey meaning.
1. The Importance of Speaking
Human being as social creature always communicates to one
another. It can be occurred with the process of interchange of the thoughtor
ideas which include interactions. For examples telling information or some
news, asking other helps for their needs, or etc. All of them can be done
trough speaking to others directly. It means that the activity of speaking it
self has a very important role in human life.
5Ramelan (1992:13) says that all human being whenever they
livealways speak language, although they do not have any writing system
torecord their language. From the statement above it can be concluded
thatspeaking is very important in mastering foreign language. Thus
speaking capability can be measured whether a foreign language learner in
successful in learning or not. But in mastering speaking skill can be seen not
only from the performance of learners in spoken, but also we have to see
from their competence in using the language.
The importance of speaking is more revealed with the integration of
the other language skills. For instance, speaking can help students to
develop their vocabulary and grammar and then improving their writing
skill. With speaking, learners can express their personal feeling, opinions or
ideas; tell stories; inform or explain; request; converse and discuss, i.e.
through speaking, we can display the different functions of language.
Speaking is very important outside the classroom as well. Many companies
and organizations look for people who speak English very well for the
purpose of communicating with other people. So, speakers of foreign
languages have more opportunities to get jobs in such companies. Baker and
Westrup (2003: 05) support that “a student who can speak English well may
have greater chance for further education, of finding employment and
gaining promotion.”
62. Elements of Speaking
According to Syakur (1987:5), speaking ability is a complex skill
beacuse at least it is concered with components of pronounciation, grammar,
vocabular, and fluency.
a. Pronounciation
Pronounciation is athe student’s way to utter english well. When teacher
teach english, they need tobe sure that their students can be understood
when they speak. Students need to be able to say what they want to say.
b. Vocabulary
Vocabulary menas the appropriate diction which used in conversation.
Languange students need to learn the lexis of languange.
c. Grammar
It concern with how to arrange a correct sentences in conversation.
d. Fluency
It can be defined as the ability to speak fluency.
Littlewood (1992: 20-21)suggest two major types of communicative
activity:
a. Functional Communicative Activities
The main purpose of activity is that leaners should use the
language they have known in order to get meaning across as effectively
as possible. Succes is measured primarily according to whether they cop
with the communicative demands of the immediate situasion.
b. Social Interaction Analysis
7The speaker should choose language which is not only
functionally effective, but also appropriate to the social situasion he is
in. Speaker or learner must still aim to convey meanings effectively, but
must also pay greater attention to the social in which the interaction
takes place.
3. Assessment of Speaking
Assessing speaking can get with some ways. Depend of the
test.According to Luoma (2004: 1), Assessing speaking is challenging,
however,because there are so many factors that influence our impression of
how wellsomeone can speak a language, and because we expect test scores
to be accurate,just and appropriate for our purpose. Based on Luoma (2004)
Assessing speakingwith the test can be divided into three kinds; individual,
pair and group test.Assessment of individual test usually is get with looking
the examinee’sperformance. In pair test is done with conversation and group
test is get from thediscussions. Like all test scores, speaking scores must be
dependable, fair, andabove all useful for the intended purposes.
Richard and Renandya (2008: 387) state the following:
Global assessment scales: a way of specifying scores that can be
given toproductive skill work is to create ‘pre-defined descriptions
of performance; Suchdescriptions say what students need to be
capable of in order to gain the requiredmarks, as in the following
assessment (or rating) scale for oral ability.
Besides, adapted from King Tsang and Wong in Richards and
Renandya (2008) there are the factors and descriptors in checklist of
8conversation performance and there are five levels in conversational English
proficiency rating. The five levels are:
Level 1: Able to satisfy minimum courtesy requirements.
Level 2: Able to deal with routine social exchanges.
Level 3: Able to speak with sufficient structural accuracy and
appropriatenessand vocabulary to participate effectively in most
informal conversations onpractical and social topics.
Level 4: Able to use the language fluency, accurately, and appropriately on
alllevels normally pertinent to conversational needs.
Level 5: Conversational proficiency equivalent to that of an educated
nativespeaker.
In assessing speaking there are some components that influenced
theconversation performance. Based on Fulcher and Davidson (2006: 94),
there are 5proficiency rating in scoring students’ performance, they are
accent, grammar, vocabulary, fluency and comprehension. The
explanations of those proficiency rating as follows:
a. Accent
Accent is the part of pronunciation that can influence the sound
of thespeaker. In speaking, accent of foreign learner must follow the
native pronunciation. According to Broughton (2003: 199),
pronunciation is infinitely more valuable to turn one’s attention to stress,
rhythm and intonation. Besides, based on Burns and Claire (2003: 6),
linking, intonation and stress are important features for effective
9pronunciation at the supra segmental level. Thus, the components are in
the pronunciation that relates with accent are linking, intonation and
stress.
b. Grammar
According to Downing and Locke (2006: 3), a functional
grammar aims tomatch forms to function and meaning in context.
Besides, the grammar of a language is the description of the ways in
which words can change their forms and can be combined into sentences
in that language (Harmer, 2001:12). So from both of them, in speaking,
grammar has important role in create a good context. Grammar will help
the learners to differentiate the polite expressions and impolite
expression or formal and informal expressions. In the other hand,
grammar also helps the learners to know the way to combine the words
to be a sentence correctly.
c. Vocabulary
Vocabulary is one of the elements that important in speaking
because without vocabulary somebody cannot say something. Based on
Pollard (2008: 13),vocabulary is a basic building block of language
learning. In this case, vocabulary is the base of language that will help
the learners to make a sentence or context that they want to say.
d. Fluency
In oral communication, fluency is needed to make a natural
conversation. Broughton (2003: 219) states that fluency is the ability to
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speak or write as naturally and easily but not necessarily as accuratelyas
the native speaker can. Besides, in learning speaking, students need
practice in both accuracy and fluency if they are to speak proficiently
(Pollard, 2008: 16). It means the accuracy and fluency has interconnect
to create a natural conversation. So from both statements, fluency is the
ability to make a natural conversation in the oral communication with
the real expression not memorizes expression like a native speaker.
e. Comprehension
In learning English, the learners should be understood what they
say and hear because it is very important to avoid the mistakes in
communication. Brown (2007:226) writes that comprehension is an
ability to perceive and process stretches of discourse, to formulate
representations the meaning of sentences. Inthe other hand,
comprehension is the ability to know or grasp ideas with the mind
(Brassell and Rasinski, (2008:16). Based on of these statements,
comprehension can be meant the ability to understand the message or
information that is received or delivered orally in communication.
C. TEACHING SPEAKING
1. The definition of teaching speaking
According to Rebecca Hughes (2011: 6), state that teaching
speaking is concerned one of needs to distinguish between teaching the
spoken from of a languange and teaching a language through speaking.
Teaching speaking is sometimes considered a simple process. Commercial
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language school around the world hire people with no training to teach
conversation. Although speaking is totally natural, speaking in another
language than our own is anything but simple, Bailey (2001:48).
Based on the statement above, it can be concluded that teaching
speaking is a process to distinguish between teaching the spoken from of a
language and teaching a language through speaking. But sometimes,
speaking a foreign language usually seems much harder than learning to
write and read it. Often the most important problem people have with
foreign languages is that they cannot speak. In fact, it is like a vicious circle,
they make mistakes, they become afraid of speaking and then they never got
the practice which would enable them to correct their mistakes. That is way,
foreign school increasingly emphasize their “speech oriented “methods.
Teaching is intended to result in personal learning language teaching
can be defined as the activities which are intended to bring about language
learning (Stern, 1996). Carol as quoted by Stern (1996) states that learning
a language is a process of acquiring conscious control of phonological,
grammatical, and lexical patterns of the language. Language learning is the
most effective when students interest, motivation, and attitudes are taken
into consideration. Evaluation should be summative and formative and
design and administered to encourage the learners rather than what they
cannot do.
Many language learners regard speaking ability as the measure of
knowing a language. These learners define fluency as the ability to converse
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with others, much more than the ability to read, write, or comprehend oral
language (Burkart, 1998). They regard speaking as the most important skill
they can acquire, and they assess their progress in terms of their
accomplishments in spoken communication (Burkart, 1998).
According to Burkart (1998), language learners need to recognize
that speaking involves three areas of knowledge:
a. Mechanics (pronunciation, grammar, and vocabulary): Using the right
words in the right order with the correct pronunciation.
b. Functions (transaction and interaction): Knowing when clarity of
message is essential (transaction/information exchange) and when
precise understanding is not required (interaction/relationship building).
c. Social and cultural rules and norms (turn-taking, rate of speech, length
of pauses between speakers, relative roles of participants):
Understanding how to take into account who is speaking to whom, in
what circumstances, about what, and for what reason.
Traditional classroom speaking practice often takes the form of drills
in which one person asks a question and another gives an answer. The
question and the answer are structured and predictable, and often there is
only one correct, predetermined answer. The purpose of asking and
answering the question is to demonstrate the ability to ask and answer the
question. (www.nclrc.org/essentials/speaking/developspeakhtm/ Accessed
on August 23, 2017).
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In contrast, the purpose of real communication is to accomplish a
task, such as conveying a telephone message, obtaining information, or
expressing an opinion. In real communication, participants must manage
uncertainty about what the other person will say. Authentic communication
involves an information gap, each participant has information that the other
does not have.
In addition, to achieve their purpose, participants may have to
clarify their meaning or ask for confirmation of their own
understanding.(www.nclrg.org/essentials/speaking/developspeak.htm
Accessed on August 23, 2017).
To create classroom speaking activities that will develop
communicative competence, instructors need to incorporate a purpose and
an information gap and allow for multiple forms of expression. However,
quantity alone will not necessarily produce competent speakers. Instructors
need to combine structured output activities, which allow for error
correction and increased accuracy, with communicative output activities
that give students opportunities to practice language use more freely
(www./speaking/developspeak.htm) Accessed on August 23, 2017).
In the communicative model of language teaching, instructors help
their students develop this body of knowledge by providing authentic
practice that prepares students for real-life communication situations
(Burkart, 1998). They help their students develop the ability to produce
grammatically correct, logically connected sentences that are appropriate to
14
specific contexts, and to do so using acceptable pronunciation (Burkart,
1998).
The process of speaking itself includes: 1. Presenting and explaining
new material 2. Providing practice, and 3.Testing. In the classroom it is the
teacher’s job to promote these three learning processes by the seeing of
appropriate teaching acts. Thus, he or she presents and explains new
material in order to make it clear, comprehensible, and available for
learning, gives practice to consolidate knowledge and test in order to check
what has been mastered and had still needs to learned or reviewed (Ur, 1996:
10).
Nunan (2003: 55-56) proposes at least four principles for teaching
speaking. Below are the descriptions:
1. Give students practice with both fluency and accuracy
Accuracy is the extent to which students’ speech matches
whatpeople actually say when they use the target language. Fluency is
theextent to which speakers use the language quickly and confidently,with
few hesitations or unnatural pauses, false starts, word searches,etc. Teacher
must provide students with fluency-building practice andrealize that making
mistakes is a natural part of learning a newlanguage.
2. Provide opportunities for students to talk by using group work or pairwork,
and limiting teacher talk.
It is important for us as language teachers to be aware of howmuch
we are talking in class so we don’t take up all the time thestudents could be
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talking. Pair work and group work activities can beused to increase the
amount of time that learners get to speak in thetarget language during
lessons.
3. Plan speaking tasks that involve negotiation for meaning.
Learners make progress by communicating in the target language
because interaction necessarily involves trying to understandand make
teacher understood. This process is called negotiating formeaning. It
involves checking to see if you’ve understood whatsomeone has said,
clarifying your understanding, and confirming thatsomeone has understood
your meaning.
4. Design classroom activities that involve guidance and practice in
bothtransactional and interactional speaking.
When we talk with someone outside the classroom, we usually do
so for interactional or transactional purposes. Interactional speech is
communicating with someone for social purposes. Transactional speech
involves communicating to get something done, including theexchange of
goods and / or services.
Harmer (1991: 50) suggests three stages in teaching speaking,
namely introducing new language, practice, and communicative activities.
a. Introducing new language
b. Practice
c. Communicative Activity
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Speaking is one of the language skills. The teacher has to give the
students more chance to practice. According to Ur (1996: 19), practice can
be defined as the rehearsal of certain behaviors with the objective of
consolidating learning and improving performance. As such, it is arguably
the most important of all the stages of learning; hence the most important
classroom activity of the teacher is to initiate and manage activities that
provide students with opportunity to effective practice.
2. Aim of Teaching Speaking
The main object of teaching speaking is to promote students to learn
to speak in English. In belif, the teacher should create a slassroom
environment to make the students enjoy in learning then they have much
motivation to speak English. Based on the definition, the objective of
teaching speaking according to Nunan (2003:236) are to teach learners to;
a. Produce the English speech sound and sound patters,
b. Use word and santance stress, intinattion patterns and the rhythm of the
sound language.
c. Select appropriate words and santence according to the proper social
setting,sudiance,situation, and subject matter.
d. Organize their thoughth in ameaningful and logical sequence.
e. Use language as a mean of expressing values and judgments.
f. Use the language quickly and confidently with few unnatural pauses,
which are called as fluency.
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Based on the assumption above, it can conclude that teaching speaking is
the way to express speaking’ emotion, communicative needs, interact to
other person in any situation, and influence the other
3. The type of Classroom Speaking Performance
Brown (2001 : 271) recommends the six types speaking performance
that students are expected to carry out in the classroom, they are :
a. Imitative. Imitating human tape recorder speech is carried out not for the
purposeof meaningfull interaction, but for focusing on some particular
element of language form.
b. Intensive. After listening and imitating the tape recorder, students
practice some phonological or grammatical aspect of language.
c. Responsive. A good deal of students speech in the classroom is
responsive. Students give short response of their teacher’s (or may be
their friend’s) question or comments.
d. Transactional (dialogue). The purpose of the transactional dialogue is
to convey or exchange the specific information.
e. Interpersonal (dialogue). The purpose of the interpersonal dialogue is
to maintain social realtionship.
f. Extensive (monologue). these kinds of actives can be only be conducted
by students at intermediate to advanced levels in which students
giveextended monologuein the form of oral reports, summaries, or
perhaps short speeches.
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In this research, the teacher applied interpersonal (dialogue) to
speaking test which the students to practicing a material speaking in the
front of class.
4. Teacher Roles
According to Byrne (1997 : 2) the teachers also need to know their roles
in teaching speaking. They have specific roles at different stages, as follow
:
a. The presenting stages (when the teachers introduce something new to be
learned), the reachers play a role as informant.
b. The practice stage (when the teachers allow learners to work under their
direction), the teachers have a role as conductor and monitor.
c. The production stage (when the teachers give the learners opportunity
to  work on their own)
Besides these three roles of the each stage, there is another keyrole
that cuts accoss, them : namely, the teachers as motivator. The teacher must
be able to motivate their students in order to arouse their interest and involve
them in what they are doing. There are some factors which determine their
ability to motivate their students, namely : their performance (the mastery
of teaching speaking, the selection and presentation of topics and activities,
the teacher’ personality)
5. The Assessment of Speaking
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The assessment of speaking is to asess, oral language on systematic
and have procedures or reassessment reflecting to instruction it will increase
the validity and reliability of assessment approaches.
According to Ur (1996: 39-41) suggest that the technique of
speaking test to oral proficiency are as follow :
a. Question and answer
in this test, the teacher and students are involved in question
answer using to target language. The answer can be in short or long
answer based on the question asked.
b. Monologue
In this type of test, students are required to perform a speaking
performnce at a topic given.
c. Making dialogue
A pair of students is given a topic and then they are expexted to
perform a speaking performance at a topic given.
d. Role palys
Teacher hands out a card role to the students. Each students gets
a particular role to performe in pair or group to conduct the speaking.
e. Debate
Some students are divided into two groups pro and contra. They
are given a topic and then asked each group to give their opinion about
the topic based on their group role.
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In this study, the teacher uses making dialogue technique to test
speaking, in this type the students performe in front of the class and talking
about a topic with their group. This is considered a chance to given an
opportunity to make a small presentation.
1CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this research, the researcher took a certain procedure covering six
components. They are (1) the research design, (2) research setting, (3) data and
source of the data, (4) techniques of collecting data, and (5) techniques of analyzing
data.
A. The Research Design
This research belongs to a descriptive qualitative research. Qualitative
research is a descriptive research. Bodgan and Blinken (1928: 28) state that "The
data collected is in the form of words or pictures rather than numbers".
Qualitative research is a research that produces the analysis procedure which
does not use statistic analysis procedure or the other quantitative way.
Qualitative research focuses to the student and teacher behavior and the
interaction between them in teaching learning process. In qualitative research, as
suggested by Franke & Wallen (2000:502), the writer investigates the quality of
relationship, activities, situation, or materials.
Qualitative research is aimed to get deep understanding about organization
or particular event rather than describing in surface of large sample from a
population. Furthermore, Qualitative research is aimed to reach the basic
understanding through researcher experience that is directly processed and
integrated with the subject and location that is in the form of real report with no
additional or reduction, and factual field note.
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2In addition, this study meant to describe the implementations in teaching
speaking skill at seventh grade of SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kautsar in
2016/2017 academic year. This would help the reader to understand what is
happening in the environment during the observation, such as what the
participants views and what activities in which occur in the research location
(Emzie, 2008: 174).
B. Research Setting
1. Place of research
The research conducted at SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kausar. It is
located in Jl. Cendana 2 Rt.II A Rw.III Gumpang Kartasura Sukoharjo.
2. Time of schedule
The researcher did the research for about three months. The research
schedule was written in the form of matrix.
Table 1
The Matrix of Research
Activity June 2017 July 2017 August 20171 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
1. Proposal
2. Research permission
3. Doing the research
4. Arrange the research
result
5. Revision
6. Arrange the thesis
3C. Data and Sources of the Data
According to the form of the study, the data are descriptive data in the
form of words. Lofland (1984:47), as quoted by Moleong (2004:122) says “the
sources of data in qualitative research are words and events, the additional data
can be document and other.” The research data in this study are collected in the
form of information about classroom interaction between  the teacher and the
students  in english class of seventh grade students of SMPIT Muhammadiyah
Al Kautsar in 2016/2017 academic year. The source of data in this research
includes event, informant and document.
1. Event
The event of this research is the process of language teaching and
learning activity in english classroom including teacher-learner interaction.
The data that represent as teaching and learning process are collected in the
first semester of two semester sequence of courses in academic year.
2. Informant
Informant is a person who give information about something, for
doing in research. The reseacher has the teacher and  as key informant’s to
be interviewed. The teacher Irma Rahmawati, S. Pd., who conducts English
class for seven year students as the informant.
D. Method of Collecting Data
The methods used to collect the data are observation, interview and document.
41. Observation
Observation is the instrument of collecting data which is used to
organized individual behavior or the process of the activity observed in real
situation or stimulation (Sudjana, 1988: 109). This instrumentation is aimed
to get data of the learning process. In this study, researchers observed the
process of teaching speaking skill use active learning method : group
discussion, role play during the learning process in the classroom.
2. Interview
According to Fontana and Frey (1994: 353), Interview is a
conversation, the art of asking question and listening. The most important
data source in qualitative research is the informant (Sutopo, 2002: 60). This
is verbal communication between researcher with the teacher and the
students in English class of seventh grade students of SMPIT
Muhammadiyah Al Kautsar in 2016/2017 academic year to get more
information.
3. Document
Documentation is constructed from word “document” that means
something either written or recorded which researcher doesn’t prepare
before (Moleong, 2001: 161). This technique is used by the researcher to
support the data collection from interview and observation. There are
various kinds of documentation data; it can be in the form of records and
documents. In this research, the researcher takes documents such as, the
picture, fieldnote, teacher material (reading tasks), lesson plan and syllabus.
5E. Validity of the Data
In this study the data to find the validity or authenticity of data using
data triangulation technique, as proposes by Lexy (2002) that: “Triangulation is
a technique that checks the validity of the data that is used for something else
from the outside of the data was to check and comparing the data or the data
that one controlled by the same data from different sources. Data triangulation
technique used in this research is triangulation techniques with the source,
comparing and checking the degree of confidence behind the information
obtained through the tools available in the qualitative method. This can be
achieved by: (1) comparing to observed data with data from interviews, (2)
comparing what the informant that one with another informant, (3) comparing
the results of interviews with the contents of a document related, (4) comparing
the video of classroom learning process with the interview.
F. Technique of Analyzing Data
In analyzing the data,the writer uses an interactive model of analysis
that consists of three steps as proposed by Miles and Huberman (1992: 16), they
are reduction of the data, display of the data, and conclusion drawing. Those
component of analysis are interrelated during research process.
1. Reduction Data
In this research, the interactions in the speaking classroom is
recorded, and then from the recorded material the writer conduct the next
6step that is called data reduction. According to Miles and Huberman (1992:
16), data reduction can be interpreted as the process of selection,
simplification, and transformation of the data to the field notes. This activity
involves synthesizing the infomation obtained from source of data into a
coherent description.
2. Displaying Data
The next component is analyzing the data. This technique is used in
arranging information, description or narration in order to draw the
conclusion. By presenting the data, the writer considers what she should do
– in addition, she could make the analysis or taje the other action – based on
her understanding. In the form of narration, the data also can be enriched
with pictures, tables, charts, diagram, etc.
3. Conclusion Drawing
The last activity is drawing conclusion and verification. This stage
shows the final result of the research. Using the result of the finding, the
writer expects to be able to give clear descriptions about the teaching
learning interaction happening in class.
PICTURE
G. The Trustworthiness Of Data
In analyzing the data, researcher also needs to analyze the validity of the
data sources to get the valid data. To prove and to check the data validation of
a data scientifically and responsibly, qualitative research must use the relevant
7technique of data analysis. To get the validity and reliability of the research, the
researcher used triangulation. Triangulation is a technique analysis of data
which is benefitted something out of data itself in order to check the result of
data or as a data comparer. Moleong (2001:178). This assumption is supported
by Denzin (2000: 391), he states that:
1. Data triangulation: the use of variety of data source in a study.
2. Investigator triangulation: the use of several different researches or
evaluator.
3. Theory triangulation: the use of multiple methods to study a single sent of
data.
4. Methodological triangulation: the use of multiple methods to study a single
problem.
In this case, researcher uses source triangulation and method
triangulation. Source triangulation means to compare and to recheck the
validation of information which is the time and the tool collection is different.
In other word, source triangulation is purposed to compare the data come from
the subject and informant research.
Method triangulation means that in checking the data validation of a
topic, researcher has to compare some method of collecting data (observation,
interview, and documentation) in order that the data collection is in the same
place or portion. If there is a different of data validation, researcher has to find
and to look for the caution why the data is different, then researcher must
reconfirm to the subject and informant research.
8In this research, the research used triangulation by using resources. In
this way, the researcher will recheck the information from observation,
interview and the data got to relevant documents, in this case, students score
list. It is an order to get the trustworthiness of the data being examined. The
researcher also used triangulation of method. It was done by comparing the data
taken from observation which had been held during teaching and learning
process and the data from interview and documents which have the same source.
The sources of the data are the English teacher and the seventh grade students
of SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura. The techniques are the
observation, interview and documentation in the process of teaching and
learning of speaking skill.
1CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSIONS
This chapter will analyze and discuss findings of the research, which is
collected from observation and interview. The researcher tries to find information,
data, and fact as much as possible from those research instruments. Then, she wants
to describe the problem and analyze it in order to interpretation the concept of
teaching speaking at SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kautsar Kartasura effectively.
A. Research Finding
After the researcher takes an observation and interview, the researcher
found that the English teacher using Group Discussion during the teaching
speaking process.
1. The Material in Teaching Speaking
The material should be appropriate with the competencies because it
must be able to increase the student’s skill and knowledge in English. The
material should also enable the students to express their ideas, words and
imagination; this condition could create the students having high respond
and activity especially on speaking. The material should be appropriate with
the syllabus then rearrange in lesson plan. It should help the students
understand the lesson easily and suitable with the students capability of
junior high school.
The material used in teaching learning process of speaking at seventh
grade students of SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura
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2was taken from Password to the world’s book. The materials given to the
students were about Introducing yourself. The second book that was used
by students as guidance in teaching speaking process was the dictionary.
The material used by the teacher in teaching speaking was
introducing yourself. The sample of expression that used by the teacher on
the first meeting with topic are hobbies and interest while on the second
meeting greeting and saying goodbye.
Expressing introducing yourself
Self Introduction :
a. Let me introduce my self.
b. My name is Ratna
c. Hello, my name is Farida
d. Hi, I’m Raffi
e. Hi, I’m Ana
Responses :
a. Pleased to meet you
b. My name is Deni
c. Nice to meet you too. I’m Rani
d. Hi, I’m Rachida
but everyone calls me Ida
3Example
There are two young girl in front of the teater. They want to introduce
their self before watching film.
Aisya : hello, my name’s Aisya. What your name?
Anggita :my name is Anggita
Aisya :nice to meet you Anggita.
Anggita :nice to meet you too, Aisya.
Aisya :where are you from?
Anggita :i’m from bekasi, and you?
Aisya :i’m from Bogor
*Make simple dialogue with your partner and practice on front of the
class!
The second expressionabout greeting and say goodbye.
Expression of Agreement
Greeting :
a. Good morning (midnight to 12 noon)
b. Good afternoon (12 noon to 6 p.m.)
c. Good evening (6 p.m. to midnight)
d. How are you/how is life/how are things/what’s up?
e. How’re you doing?
f. Hi!
g. Hello!
4Responses :
a. Good morning
b. Good afternoon
c. Good evening
d. I’m fine thank you, and you?
e. Oke/fine/well/great
f. Hi!
g. Hello!
Preclosing :
a. I really must go now
b. It was nice to see you
c. I’ve got to go
d. Go to go now
Responses :
a. Nice to see you
b. Oke see you
c. See you again
Closing :
a. Goodnye, Nina
b. Good night. ( to leave someone or to take someone to bed in the
evening)
c. Have a nice weekend
d. See you later
5Responses :
a. Goodbye
b. Good night
c. You too
d. See you
e. So long. Take care
Example dialogue :
Dani : hello edi, how are you ?
Edi : hi! Fine thank you, and you ?
Dani : fine too, it was nice to see you. Goodbye
Edi : thanks, Dani. See you tomorrow
*Make simple dialogue with your partner and practice in front of the class!
2. Classroom Activities
The implementation of teaching learning process of speaking for the
seventh grade students of SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura can
be seen below.
a. Procedure
Generally, there are three main steps in conducting teaching and
learning process in classroom activity, namely: opening, main activity
(implementation), and closing. From the observation result, interview,
and document analysis, it can be described as the following explanation:
1) Opening
6It is the first session of teaching learning process in the
classroom. The goal is to get the students more understand toward
the materials that would be learned. The teacher gave the speaking
material expression for students.
2) Main Activity
It is the second session, where the teacher described some
exercises and activities which were designed to get students using
long freely and communicatively. In this session the teacher applied
Group Discussion. The following is classroom activities for the
seventh grade students of SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kausar
Kartasura taken from the teaching observation.
3) Closing
It is the third session, where the teacher closed the meeting
by reviewing the today’s lesson and greeting the students before
leaving the class. The teacher gave comments and also appreciated
about students’ performance and suggestions toward what should be
improved.
b. First Observation
The first observation had been conducted on july 6, 2017.
1) Opening
This first observation was held on thuesday at 8.4 a.m. The
teacher came into the classroom followed by the researcher and he
greeted the students by saying “Assalamu’alaikum Good morning
7students”. The students responded it by answering the greeting.
After opening the class, the teacher started the lesson by checking
the student’s attendance list. In today’s lesson, the students were
completed, no one was absent. Then the teacher introduced the
researcher and what the teacher would do in the class by mixing
language between Indonesian and English.
In this step, the teacher gave a text in form of a dialogue
about introducing yourself. Students are required to read the
dialogue about that. Students are introduced with the words and
expressions used to talk about introduce yourself. Here, the teacher
choose several students to speak and practice, the rest was that they
must speak it by themselves or with their friend in group. In the
middle of the student’s activity, he told the student to ask, if there
was any difficult word related to the topic
The researcher activity was sitting in back while making
field note from the entire teaching learning process. While
sometimes she took the picture of the activity.
2) Main Activity
On this session, the teacher implemented Group Discussion.
The teacher choose the students to create a group. Than the students
have to discussing and practising the material with their friend and
then  practice in front of the class.
8Then the teacher explained about the material of introducing
yourself with the example about the topic. The teacher asked them
one by one to pay attention about the material that she had just
explained. First, the teacher asked the student to make one simple
work related to introduce yourself individually and then the teacher
asked the students to do the work together and discuss about the
material in a form of group, where each group consisted of 2-4
students. Then the teacher asked the student to make simple
conversation about introduce your self based on the result of
practicing with ourself and their friend. After this, the teacher
ordered the student to practise the conversation with their partner.
While the prsentation runs, each group should correct it based on the
discussion in group.
In this session, the teacher wanted to know how far the
students able to do the work individually or in group. The researcher
found that there was difference between the two activities. When the
students did the evaluation individually, it seemed like they still
confused about the material, but when in group, they looked more
active on everything. The teacher technique by using Group
Discussion could develop the students activity and make student
confident to share their opinion, by using Group Discussion, could
attract the students capability in memorization. The teacher also
9used English and Indonesia language to make it easy for students to
understand the entire material that is given.
3) Closing
After the lesson finished, the teacher gave new task. The
teacher wanted them to learned it and do the evaluation at home
individually. The teacher provided feedback on the process teaching
learning. The teacher gave comment about students’ performance
and suggestions toward what should be improved. Then the teacher
closed the lesson by giving thankfulness for the students’ attention
and wishing “Wassalamu’alaikumwr.wb”.
c. Second Observation
The second observation had been conducted on july 10, 2014.
1) Opening
This second observation was held on Monday at 10.30 a.m.
The teacher came into the classroom about 10.45 a.m. followed by
the researcher and he greeted the students by saying
“Assalamu’alaikum Good morning students”. The students
responded it by answering the greeting. The same activity was done
by the teacher where after opening the class, the teacher started the
lesson by check the student’s attendance list. In today’s lesson, the
students were completed, no one was absent. On this observation,
the situation was more controlled because the student got used to
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with the researcher and they know that this is the observation
session.
The same activity was done by the researcher where he was
sitting in back while making field not from the entire teaching
learning process. While sometimes he took the picture of the
activity.
2) Main Activity
On this session, the teacher implemented Group Discussion.
Before the teacher went on futher material. The teacher asked to the
student to make a group where each group consists of different
student with the first meeting. Each group consisted of 2- 4 students.
Here the teacher asked the students to memorizing about previous
material it is introducing yourself as their homework. The students
allowed discussing the material with their friend as the
implementation of Group Discussion.
Then the teacher explained about the material of Greeting
and Saying Goodbye. The teacher introduced the word instrument
and meaning of word. After the teacher explained about the material,
then she asked them to repeat about the material that she had been
explained individually also. The teacher asked them one by one
about the material that he had just explained. Then the teacher asked
the students to do the work together and discuss and practising about
the material in the group. Then the teacher asked the student to make
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simple conversation about greeting and say goodbye. After this, the
teacher  choose several student to practise the conversation with
their pathner in the forn of the class. While the presentation runs,
each group should correct it based on the discussion in group.
In this session, the teacher wanted to know how far the
students able to do the work in group. The researcher found that
there were differences between the two activities. The students were
able to work together as a group and give the good work as the
representation of their work. The teacher used the same technique
by using Group Discussion but different material. It is supposed they
could attract the student’s capability in memorization. The teacher
also used English and Indonesia language to make it easy for
students to understand the entire material that was given.
3) Closing
After the lesson finished, the teacher asked the students to
learn about new material for the next meeting. The teacher provided
feedback on the process teaching learning. The teacher gave
comment about students’ performance and suggestions toward what
should be improved. Then the teacher closed the lesson by giving
thankfulness for the students’ attention and wishing
“Wassalamu’alaikumwr.wb”.
From those both meetings it can be found that the process of teaching
speaking using Group Discussion technique runs well. The students were
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able to learn better in group rather than individual. They can learn work
together to get one right result of their work. The competition in group is
the good sign of student’s activity. It can also be found that the students
were able to speak and more confident topractice the capability and share
opinion.
B. The problems faced by the teacher in implementing Teaching Speaking
especially by using Group Discussion at seventh grade students of SMPIT
Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura 2016/2017 academic year
After doing the observation in teaching speaking skill learning using
Group Discussion for the seventh grade students of SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al
Kausar Kartasura 2016/2017 academic year, the researcher found that there are
problems faced by the teacher, it can be seen below.
1. More extra time
In Group Discussion, there are a lot of time that was wasted,
because the teacher should arrange the situation and the condition of the
teaching learning process. The teacher should arrange the time of creating
a group, collecting the work, giving the time to finish the work in group
also.
2. Difficult to control the situation
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When the students did the discussion and practicing in group,
sometimes the noise coming from their activity that was too loud and the
students sometimes did not pay attention to their teacher. The students too
much focused on their work in group.
3. Difficult to be arranged
It means that the student too much focused in arranging their own
group and choosing their own friends.
4. Depending on their friends
In Group Discussion, there were heterogenic students were not all
the student were clever and good in English, while the students that was not
good in English usually they depending on their friends.
C. The solving problem in implementing Teaching Speaking especially by
using Group Discussion at seventh grade students of SMPIT
Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura 2016/2017 academic year
Based on the problem deals with the teacher related to the
implementation of Group Discussion in teaching speaking at seventh grade
students of SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura 2016/2017 academic
year can be seen below.
1. To solve the needs more extra time for the teaching speaking. The teacher
should be able to arrange the teaching learning method (Group Discussion)
in a simple way. She should not waste her time in creating group by moving
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the chair and shape it into circle. She could ask the students to move their
sit face to face with their friend behind.
2. To solve the problem related to the noise coming from their activity that
was too loud and the student sometimes did not pay attention to their
teacher, the teacher should take one student as one leader to control each
group. One group lead by one student. The leader would take responsible
with the situation on his/her group.
3. Makes one student from each group as a leader to control their own group
to solve the crowded situation in class.
4. The teacher arranged the group from students based on their capacity. Each
group, the teacher put one clever student for each group. So, the other
student will not depending on them.
D. Discussion
1. The implementation of Teaching Speaking Skill especially Group
Discussion in teaching speaking at seventh grade students on SMPIT
Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura in 2016/2017 academic year.
The observation finding showed that the implementation of teaching
speaking using Group Discussion was successful because it was appropriate
with the goal of teaching learning process. The implementation of teaching
speaking using Group Discussion was that the teacher did 2 meetings; on
each meeting the teacher used 2 different expressions. The implementation
of Group Discussion was done in main activity where the students needed
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to learn the material individually, then discussed it with their friend in group
to get understanding as the representation. The implementation of teaching
speaking using Group Discussion starts with a question to build the
student’s knowledge, the teacher used ‘expression’ to suppose that they can
learn how to cooperate and good in memorization especially in dialogue.
Then in group (2-4 students) they should cooperate to make one right work.
This was all to create the activity on students’ speaking learning. The
students did not only learn about speaking skill but also learn how to be
active and how they must cooperate with their friends to finish their work.
From both meetings it can be found that the process of teaching speaking
using Group Discussion runs good. The students were able to learn better
after doing individual work then continued with group. They can learn
cooperative and communicative to work together to get one right result of
their work. The competition in group is the good sign of student’s activity.
It also can be found that the students were able more study to show their
right speaking preferment as the evidence.
Group Discussion also taught them to learn cooperative with their
friend and raise the students imagination related to make short conversation.
When one of the students made mistake, the other students could correct it
helped by the teacher. Group Discussion is a technique to create the
student’s activity, so in those meetings the implementation of that teaching
technique is good, the teacher used the technique good also.
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After doing the observation in teaching learning speaking skill by
using Group Discussion on the seventh grade students, the researcher found
that there are problems faced by the teacher, where the teacher needed more
extra time for the Group Discussion implementation, in Group Discussion,
there were a lot of time that was wasted, because the teacher should arranged
the situation and the condition of the teaching learning process. The teacher
should arrange the time of creating a group, collecting the work, giving the
time to finish the work in group also, the teacher had little bit difficult to
control the situation in class while the discussion was on, when the students
did the discussion in group, sometimes the noise are from their activity that
was too loud and the students sometimes did not pay attention to their
teacher. The students too much focused on their work in group, and the
teacher should be able to arrange a good time for Group Discussion it means
that, the teacher should be able to arrange a good time with the time that had
been given by the school. It was not easy, because there were sometimes
any of unexpected situation happened on the teaching learning English
using Group Discussion.
The strength of teaching speaking skill  using Group Discussion
appeared after the observation where the students were able to do the work
in group and they were more competitive in English lesson, the students will
be more active in speaking, because they were pushed to know the purpose
in the material, the students got more variation on teaching learning process
to avoid the bored situation in English teaching learning, and the students
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were also more active in speaking because they get more support from their
group. While the weaknesses of teaching learning speaking skill by using
Group Discussion also appeared after the observation where the Group
Discussion sometimes can create the lazy situation for student that is not
active, because they would get their work finished from their friends, the
crowded situation in class was to annoying for other classes, and the Group
Discussion needed more extra time, because there were a lot activity that is
really wasting the time.
Based on the problem deals with the teacher related to the
implementation of Group Discussion in teaching speaking at seventh grade
students on SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kausar kartasura 2016/2017
academic year, there are found that to solve the needs more extra time for
the Group Discussion implementation, the teacher should be able to arrange
the teaching learning method (Group Discussion) in a simple way. She
should not waste his time in creating group by moving the chair and shape
it into circle. She could ask the students to move their sit face to face with
their friend behind. Then to solve the problem related to the noise coming
from their activity that was too loud and the student sometimes did not pay
attention to their teacher, the teacher should take one student as one leader
to control each group. A group lead by one student. The leader would take
responsible with the situation on his/her group. While to solve the problem
related to the focused on their work in group on their work, the teacher
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should be able to arrange a good time for Group Discussion it means that,
the teacher should be able to arrange a good time with the time that has been
given by the school.
1CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
A. Conclusion
According to the data which has been collected while the observation
process that has been done by the writer, and after through the process of data
analysis and interpretation, finally the writer up to the conclusion that;
1. The implementation of teaching speaking skill using Group Discussion for
the seventh grade runs well. It can be seen that from two meetings, the
situation in class is getting better, where the students were more active in
doing the speaking task in a form of group. Together they can create their
perfect work as the representation of the group. While the presentation runs,
each group should correct it based on the discussion in group. The teacher
implemented teaching speaking using Group Discussion in two meetings,
because it was considered that he needed more extra time to do that
technique. The activity is that on the first meeting, the teacher asked the
students to learn and do the work by their self in class individually, after
their individual work was done, they should discuss it in group where it
consisted of 2-4 students. While on the second meeting, the students should
learn the material individually, after doing the taken home work. Then their
homework should be discussed with their friends again in group to get one
perfect as the representation.
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2The problem faced by the teacher in implementing Group
Discussion in teaching speaking at seventh grade students on SMPIT
Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura 2016/2017 academic year. After
doing the observation in teaching speaking skill by using Group Discussion
on the seventh grade students, the researcher found that there were problems
faced by the teacher, where the teacher needed more extra time for the
Group Discussion implementation, in Group Discussion, there were a lot of
time that was wasted, because the teacher should arranged the situation and
the condition of the teaching learning process. The teacher should arrange
the time of creating a group, collecting the work, giving the time to finish
the work in group also, the teacher was little bit difficult to control the
situation in class while the discussion was on, when the students did the
discussion in group, sometimes the noise are from their activity that was too
loud and the students sometimes did not pay attention to their teacher. The
students too much focused on their work in group, and the teacher should
be able to arrange a good time for Group Discussion it means that, the
teacher should be able to arrange a good time with the time that had been
given by the school. It was not easy, because there were sometimes any of
unexpected situation happened on the teaching learning English using
Group Discussion
32. SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kausar Kartasura adopts KTSP,
3. The teachers apply active learning in teaching with various methods such as
game, role play, and presentation
4. The evaluation process of teaching speaking at seventh grade students using
active learning method of SMPIT Muhammadiyah Al Kautsar Kartasura
includes: first, the formative test, is the evaluation of oral test that is given
in the end of the theme of material is completely finished to be given,
usually is done. Second, the evaluation of oral test that is given in the end
of theme of learning material completely finished to be given
B. Suggestions
The researcher gives suggestions related to the research. She hopes that
these suggestions are useful for teachers, institutions and other researchers.
1. For teachers
To improve the students’ activity on learning speaking skill, the English
teachers are recommended to:
a. Be more creative in teaching English especially creative in choosing the
speaking method.
b. The teachers must be more calm and assertive on teaching learning using
Group Discussion.
c. The teachers also must have an extra time when they want to use Group
Discussion.
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